Introduction

hard working and ambitious. Grandfather was dreamer and individualist
and passed on to his children a heritage
of ambition, which later bore fruit with
some of his children. (Uncle Arthur

This is to be read by my nephews and
nieces since I want them to better understand their origins, and possibly
their parents. I am going to be as honest and brutally frank as possible and
shall try to be as accurate as one can,
taking into consideration that I can
rely only on memories and personal
feelings.
The purpose of most biographies or
auto-biographies is to encourage the
average person to realize that his ambitions and strivings are not in vain,
despite all odds. There is no epitaph on
Mothers tombstone - so let this be a
sort of spirited memorial to her courageous, though at times misguided, life.

Hamerschlag Hall, Carnegie Mellon University
Arthur Hamerschlag was the Universitys first President.

The Hamerschlag Family
Mothers father William Hamerschlag1,
unable to bear the political and social
conditions (particularly as concerned
the Jews) in his native Bohemia (now
known as Czecho-Slovakia), emigrated
to this country at an early age. (I have
his citizenship papers in my safe). He
reached these shores after a grueling
sailing-vessel trip of about 70 days.
Here he met my grandmother who came
from a background similar to his and
after a short courtship; they were married in New York City. Grandfather, a
distiller by trade, though never a good
provider in the way of any small luxuries or even comfortable living for his
family, yet imbued them with unusual
ideal. All his children were intelligent,

Andrew Carnegie and Arthur Hamerschlag reviewing
students, 1909

became the Director of the Institute of
Technology at Pittsburgh while Royal
and Richard achieved business success). My grandmother2, on the other
hand was the practical balance. I know
very little about her since Mother seldom spoke much about her to me. I
supposed she did not like to acknowledge the estrangement which existed
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between them. I believe that Mother
loved and understood her father best
and perhaps this may have caused some
slight friction in the family since she
took him in to live with her. I found
out only in my adult life that Grandmother was a lame a congenital condition which was passed on to her granddaughter Frances and perhaps to your
little baby niece Janet.

a little girl was the time Mother followed a neighborhood hurdy-gurdy
man. So fascinated did she become by
the antics of his little monkey that she
pursued him so far away as to be unable to find her way home again.
Somehow she landed in the Police Station where she was regally entertained
until claimed by her parents. Then
there was the exciting episode of the
entire family (including a huge St.
Mother (Annie3) was the oldest of nine Bernard dog) moving to Omaha, Nechildren (3 girls and 6 boys) who came braska. This move evidently was a
in rapid succession. It naturally desudden whim or perhaps wanderlust on
volved upon her as the oldest, to help
the part of my grandfather and greatly
raise the other children and so she was
opposed by Grandmother. I can just see
deprived of much of a normal childs
this lively brood having to be superchildhood, maturing her before her
vised on such a long journey! Evitime. I have seen pictures of her in her
dently what impressed my mother
little pantalettes. She must have been most were the tornadoes which forced
a very pert, inquisitive child, with
them to seek shelter in specially built
great ability to absorb quickly whatcellars. I also remember a story of
ever knowledge she obtained. This was Grandfather being lost in a snowstorm
rather fortunate for her since due to
and the family horse leading him
economic reasons, her education was
safely home. Grandmother evidently
most informal, mostly of the school of
was no pioneer because after a year or
hard knocks. I remember Mother telltwo of this rugged existence, she ining me of the many political and relisisted upon moving back to New York
gious discussions she heard in her
City where I believe she spent the rehome even as a little girl. My grandfa- mainder of her life.
ther associated with rather varied intellectuals, some of whom later became
As mentioned before, although Mother
leaders in the Jewish Reform movement. did not have the chance of a formal
I know nothing of the religious affilia- education, nevertheless because of her
tions of my Grandmother but presume unusual common sense and a desire to
she decided against Judaism since I
learn became self-educated to a very
believe she is buried in the Ethical
high degree. She was a good listener of
4
Culture cemetery.
adult conversation, read avidly whatever she could and absorbed quickly.
One story that I used to love to hear
She was also blessed with a sense of
over and over again when I myself was humor, optimism and rare foresight.
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As a young girl, just before her marriage, she told me she earned as much
as $25 a week (a huge salary in those
days), and used her skill with the
needle all through her life. She used to
joke with me and tell me to put a
needle, thread and thimble on her grave
as a symbol. She also inherited an
adventuresome, fearless spirit from her
father which stood her in good stead
through the years.

to describe to me in detail her various
costumes. As I first remember her, she
was about 55 slim, beautifully shaped
legs, ankles and hands. She had chestnut brown hair (which I inherited) and
most unusual eyes  bluish gray with
a light brown circle around the pupil.
She always joked about this and said
they were horses eyes. Yet it was not
so much her looks as her sparkling
personality which captivated people.
Although afflicted with a slight, nervous twitch about the face and eyes,
one became accustomed to this very
quickly. Though up-to-date and modern in every way, she never believed in
artificiality for herself, never using
nail polish or make-up of any kind
other than powder, which she did not
apply very skillfully. However, her
pride was her glossy, long hair which
she always delighted in having dressed
by a hairdresser. Though always very
modest, she loved to relate all the compliments the hairdresser paid her, especially in later years when her hair had
turned almost completely silverywhite.

Although not what you would call a
beauty, Mother made a very fine appearance. She must have been exceedingly attractive as a young girl, and
very smartly dressed. She often used

The Michael Family

Of my fathers family5 I know very
little. They emigrated from a town on
the Polish-German border.6 My grandfather Michael had quite a successful
tailoring establishment in Peck Slip7
where he raised a large family. They
say he looked just like an Irishman
and spoke English with no accent
whatsoever. I have never seen a picture
of him. He was, I understand, very
Annie Hamerschlag
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quite well off after his death. From all
my deductions, I presume that Father
must have revolted against Orthodox
Judaism, and went to the other extreme,
not wanting his children to be taught
any particular religion. Mother probably tried to carry out his eccentric
wishes by leaving it up to her children
to choose their religion. He died at 40
within a few days, the result of sickness which they could not diagnose in
those days and which they called
walking typhoid. Edith once told me
that she thought it probably was nothing more than a 24-hour virus which
today, of course, can be diagnosed and
cured. According to Mother, and the
material things he left her as evidence,
he was very generous, intelligent, hard
working and liked the finer things in
life. I know that my parents were extremely happy in the short sixteen
years they had together. The only fly
in the ointment, or skeleton in the
family closet is that he left unac-

strict with all his children. My father8
was brought up fanatically Orthodox
Jewish but evidently did a little thinking for himself. I know he was Bar
Mitzvah (confirmed) in the traditional
manner and was married also in the
traditional manner under a chuppa
(canopy). His parents were so Ortho-

Bernard Michael

dox that after Father was married9, he
was unable to persuade them to eat in
his home. Father had a very good formal education and was evidently very
intelligent, having won several prizes
in school. I understand he had one
year of College (I believe City College)
before going into business for himself
as a printer.10 He must have been a
very good provider since he left Mother
4

Edith Selma Michael

counted for debts and business transactions which Mother told me she tried
to repay during her lifetime. He must
have been a very honorable man since
he was not only a 32 but a 33 degree
Mason, an honor which is accorded very
few persons. You can buy a 32 degree
diploma, but never a 33 degree in Masonry. Moreover, he had a Masonic
funeral which would not be accorded a
man with the slightest blight on his
character. However, these are things of
which I only became dimly aware in
later life.

Annie (Oma), Edith, and Alice

have a photo. There were no schools  no
nothin.  Mother was one of the first
11
I was born in Leonia, NJ on August 4, women to take an interest in seeing
1902 in a wooden house, but have no
that a proper school would be built.
recollections whatsoever until around
the fourth year of my life, in Vienna. I Anyhow, I know that after Fathers
death, when I was four years of age
understand that Father (very much
(Edith13 was 13 and Alice14 9), Mother
like Ed Buyer12) was a sort of pioneer
bereft and inconsolable at only 38
and moved to New Jersey when it was
years of age, was advised by her doctor
practically a wilderness, the only
transportation being a ferry of which I and family to take herself and children
away from everything that would
remind her of her misery. She was
attractive and still young enough to
attempt to make another start. Since
she had uncles and cousins in Vienna
as well as in Prague and Pilsen
(Bohemia in those days), Vienna was
decided upon as a vacation. This
vacation grew into almost nine years
of travel and adventure for all of us.
Therefore, she placed the two Leonia
houses she owned in the care of her
brother Royal, who, by the way, had
been taken into Fathers business and
who taught him the printing business,
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New Jersey 1902

and with an undaunted spirit set forth
upon a new phase of existence. (I understand that one of the houses burned
down while we were in Europe).

eye in this room was the Kachelofen, a
white tomb-like stove which to all intents and purposes was to heat the
whole apartment. This is an understatement of fact, to say the least. I
remember having to get up at a very
early hour for school. I slept on a couch
at the foot of Mothers bed in the adjoining bedroom. Either Mother or the
maid bundled me out of bed and sat
me in front of the Kachelofen to be
dressed, while my teeth chattered. To
continue with the description of the
apartment  the living room contained
a huge buffet (since this room was
really a combination dining-living
room), a table large enough to accommodate many people, chairs and a
couch. One detail always lingers in
my mind and that is a curtain made
of beads, imported from the Far East,
which led to the little hall and which
was always commented upon by
strangers who visited our home. We
also owned a genuine rocking chair
which received its share of admiration.
My sisters had their own bedroom.
There was the usual old-fashioned
kitchen with a black coal stove. From
this pleasant place there generally
arose wonderful aromas of fresh baking and cooking. Here also was the
usual disorder caused by a great deal of
washing and ironing lying around
from so large a family. When the maid
wasnt cooking, she was usually steaming the laundry on the stove, ironing
or mending and I remember that I
found her very comforting when I
returned form school when Mother was

Vienna 1906

Vienna

My first memory of a home is our
Vienna apartment at the turn of the
century (1906)  four large rooms,
rather gloomy, due to the massive type
of furniture. The living room looked
out upon a rather attractive courtyard
with trees, which alleviated the gloom
somewhat. The first thing to strike the
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out. She used to sing me little songs
and feed me forbidden goodies.

remember my native land, I was enrolled in school as an American. I can
remember being called Die
After breakfast, consisting of the inAmerikanerin (the American) in a
variable coffee (light with a lot of milk) derisive manner. Mother had inculand a roll and butter, I was considered
cated in all of us at this early age
fortified enough to face the cold, cruel
already the fact that we should be proud
world and the maid trotted me off to
of our nationality, but at the point of
school. My sisters, of course, went to
being taunted, jibed at and considered
school by themselves. However, I was
something grotesque, I am afraid it
given my Gabelfruhstuck, my 10:30 was somewhat difficult for me to mainsnack, to stave me off until my large
tain this attitude. Nevertheless, I dehot lunch at home. Viennese people eat fended myself as best as I could. The
practically five meals a day  they
children always wanted to know
seem to be hungry all the time  enjoy whether Indians still roamed the streets
the richest of foods, especially large
of my native land and knowing only
gobs of Schlagovers or whipped cream. the little Mother had told me, I am
Even so, unbelievable as it may seem, I afraid I must have invented tall tales to
was a skinny little thing, certainly
satisfy my tormentors.
not a beautiful child. When I returned
to school in the afternoon, I can remem- Since Religion was a compulsory
ber always being given a few pennies to subject in the public school which I
buy whatever I liked. Usually I chose a attended, I learned the rudiments of
Hauchbild, a piece of colored paper
Judaism. One of my school recollecwhich would respond to your breathing tions is being taken to Shul every
upon it to reveal the picture printed
Friday with my class, and scrambling
thereon. There was always a great deal to get a seat in the front row so that I
of competition and arguments among would have the thrill of being one of
us small fry in the trading of these
those able to kiss the Torah as it
pictures. I can remember coming home passed by. I am afraid that I got little
to find willing ears to listen to my
more than a parrot-like understandtrials and tribulations and eager to
ing of basic principles. While I learned
encourage me. Through listening to so to read Hebrew, I did not know the
many adults (family, relatives and
meaning of what I was saying. Today,
friends) I was considered quite
alas, I remember absolutely nothing of
altklug or advanced for my age. I
the language and do not even recogthink that in those very early years I
nize any characters anymore. Well, to
felt more confidence in myself than at get back, during the traditional Seder
any time since.
which I was permitted to attend with
my relatives who were very religious
Despite the fact that I could not even
(Uncle Adolph, grandfather
7

Hamerschlags15 brother), having
learned to read Hebrew and being the
youngest member of the entire family,
I was chosen to ask the necessary questions and given the thrill of finding
the hidden matzoth. This ceremony
has always left a lasting good impression on me, then as well as in later life.
As a matter of fact, when I was a
young girl in New York, Pauline
Mayers father used to invite Mother
and me to enjoy this
holiday with the
Michael side of the
family and it was
always most enjoyable.

a scientific career. Mother, way ahead
of her times in her thinking, wanted
her children, despite the fact that they
were girls, to have a career in whatever
profession they chose. This attitude of
encouraging her children was frowned
upon as radical, since only boys were
supposed to look forward to a profession. Mother, herself headstrong and
stubborn, paid no attention to such
criticism. All through her life, instead
of spending the
money Father left her
on luxuries for herself, would buy
things, especially for
my sisters, to help
them along in their
In the meantime my
careers. At any rate,
sister attended private
the family was alschool where Religion
ready spiritually
was not compulsory.
divided. Moreover,
They both took adEdith and Alice, from
vantage of this fact,
the time I can rememdeveloping into nonber, could never get
believers of Judaism.
on well together and
At any rate, Edith
there were constant
Annie
claimed she was an
quarrels in the famAgnostic. This no
ily, which Mother
doubt was helped along by the great
never seemed to be able to prevent or
prejudice against Jews and the fact that stop. This did not tend towards a harMother, wanting to encourage indimonious home and I being the youngvidualism and remembering Fathers
est and never quite understanding
wishes, did not object to their choice.
these differences, became a highlyMy sister Alice, however, developed
strung, nervous child.
some sort of religious feeling and our
relatives always teased, calling her a
Uncle Adolphs home was the focal
Christian Jew. Alice had great artistic meeting place of the family since he
talent and was winning all sorts of
was the Patriarch of the family, over 80
prizes for her work in school. Edith
years of age. Naturally, to me he
already was showing tendencies toward seemed like Moses himself and I held
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ing overnight with them in connection
with which a ludicrous incident stands
out in my mind. They always made
fun of my imported American sleeping
pajamas with long legs and feet.
Viennese children slept in long nightgowns and pajamas were still a foreign
contraption, frowned upon as being
eccentric. In little ways like this I was
always made to feel the difference in
my background and not actually
belonging to the herd which is so
important to a child.

him in the same awed reverence. So,
religiously once a week, we went for a
visit there. He was to be approached by
the children only upon special permission and upon promise of best behavior.
Mother herself seemed to hold him in
great esteem because all my life she
quoted Uncle Adolph said which made
the thing just right to her simply
because he had said so. Uncle Adolphs
household consisted of himself, a widowed daughter and two grandchildren 
one a typical Old Maid type, although
still young in years, and the other a
terribly homely young fellow, with a
very keen mind. (In later years I
learned that the daughter and mother
perished during the war years, while
Fritz, the son, managed to reach this
country after many years of hardship,
with the assistance of the Hamerschlag
family. He is now a successful business man.)16 At Uncle Adolphs home,
all the relatives and friends gathered to
relay the weeks happenings. There was
always a party spirit there, despite all
the decorum and strictness.
I was particularly fond of my second
cousins, Tante Theklas children, who
were about my own age. The Pick family was quite well-to-do and lived
rather luxuriously. I loved being invited there, especially to their suburban
home. I remember the children were
poor eaters and many a time I was
invited just to set them an example by
my good appetite. I guess it wasnt so
much my appetite, as that everything
tasted so much better in somebody
elses home. I always thrilled at stay-
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I imagine everything was not so easy
in the adjustment for Mother and my
sisters either. When Mother compared
hygienic conditions in Vienna with
those in the U.S., especially the lack of
bedbugs and lice, quite common in the
finest family there, although they did
not exactly call her a liar they more
than showed their skepticism. But in
general, everyone was most kind in
helping a grief-stricken widow to forget
her sorrows. Despite the fact that
Mother was so recently bereaved, she
felt that her children would not suffer
thereby. My sisters and I were made to
feel that Mother was trying to replace
Father as best she could and to act in
the capacity of both parents. She was
young and attractive and soon became
the center of a social whirl among the
Americans who were visiting temporarily or for a considerable period in
what was known as the American
Colony. One of my most hear-warming memories was to see Mother and
Edith getting ready for the weekly
Saturday night ball at the American

Club House. Every year Mother had a
very valuable lace evening gown remodeled, in addition to having a dressmaker fashion a new one for her. Her
excellent taste in these and the jewels
which my Father left her to adorn the
ensemble, made her appear like a fairy
goddess to me. She always cautioned
Edith not to call her Mother so that she
could have a better time  in fact, she
really did look only like an older sister.

ings to become an actress took seed.
During the summer there were many
activities. I remember, once on Kaiser
Franz Josefs 80th birthday, the whole
countryside was celebrating this event.
So we, in our little summer community, decided to put on a play in the
Kaisers honor. I remember nothing
about the play except that I was the
youngest member of the cast (5 years
old). I had but a small part which,
however, I must have recited well for I
Summers were spent in community
was told later that a theatrical producer
life with relatives and friends at a
in the audience
small Austrian
approached Mother
village
after the play and
(Neumarks am
pleaded with her
Wallersee) in the
to let me enter a
Salzkammergut
childrens theatriin the mouncal school. He had
tains near
great hopes for
Salzburg, the
my future. After
famous town
this episode, when
where music of
asked what I
Mozart,
wanted to do when
Beethoven, etc.
I grew up, I
Neumarks am Wallersee, Austria
was the special
thought hard and
fare. These were
said, first I want to open up a candy
the happiest days of my life. I lived in store (the height of luxury and achievea world of continuous learning, imagi- ment in my estimation) and then to
nation and constructive reality. Rela- become a second Sarah Bernhard.
tives and friends all belonged to a
Mother, however, did not think that
professional intellectual group, consid- this was my destiny and did nothing
ered outstanding among the Jews at
to encourage it.
that time. I was weaned, so to speak, on
Wagner, Heine, Schumann, Schubert Another incident which everyone
claimed was typical of my character at
and all the great classics of Germany
that time was this: A little girlfriend
and Austria. As one hums popular
and myself were told to pick up some
songs of this day, so I learned to hum
fish which mother had purchased from
the music and recite the poetry of that
day. It was there that my first yearn- a fisherman at the lake. Evidently the
10

fish was not quite dead for on the way
home, through the fields and meadows,
it jumped out of the bag. Whereupon I
nonchalantly proclaimed to the world
in general and to the little friend in
particular (this is a translation from
the German) Im going to let the fish
lie. What concern of mine is this fish?
I should worry! and blithely walked
home without it.
As I look back on everything, we must
have lived the life of the very comfortable. At that time I took it for granted
that everyone in the world lived this
way and had the same advantages and
intellectual pursuits belonged to the
world. Only now do I realize what a
lasting impression these experiences
left on me. Knowledge that to me was
second nature, I find, is forthcoming
now only to the so-called highly educated intellectuals.
Life continued on very serenely thus
for five years, with my sisters and I
being given every educational and
physical advantage. Alice, as I have
already said, was very talented in
drawing and art work and also received
good marks in most subjects. Edith too
was given special lessons and was
allowed to travel with her school classes.
We all learned how to swim, play tennis, skate, hike, etc. Ediths special
lessons consisted of fencing and singing, in addition to her regular curriculum.

Lausanne, Switzerland

Lausanne 1911
Suddenly Mother became very restless
and wanted to return to America. All
the relatives persuaded her that since
she was already in Europe, why not let
her children see more of the world. After all, boundaries were close and there
was much to be seen. After not too
much debate, since Mother was footloose and fancy free, she decided to take
us to Switzerland. We were bound for
Lausanne since Edith wanted to attend
the University there. On the way there,
it was decided to stop over in Zurich
which is where the first adventure that I
11

personally remember took place.
Mother had obtained the name of a
hotel from friends in Vienna before we
left. At the station, Mother hailed a cab
and asked to be taken there. Sure
enough, we stopped at a Hotel which
seemed to bear that name. The place
looked far from inviting. We were
taken up to a bedroom by a suspicious
looking individual. At once Mother
noticed that there were no locks on
either closets or door. She immediately
refused to remain in this dive and
asked to be taken back to the cab. The
man refused, saying she had come here
of her own free will and must keep the
room. I dont remember exactly how
Mother got out of this tight situation
but I know she was a fast thinker and
we did get out unharmed. We later
found out that there really was a respectable hotel by a very similar name
to the dive.

grippe. Whenever we had a visitor, they
always asked Whats the matter with
Bebele (my nickname) today?, not
How is she? The bane of my early
childhood were the priesnitch bandages (named after a famous doctor) of
ice cold water on the chest to take down
the fever and the hot revolting, bittertasting tisane (tea). The bandages
were placed across my chest and back
just when I was suffering with a chill.
Thank God for the stride in medicine
which alleviates such tortures!

Well, to get back to life in Switzerland, I cannot remember the exact
activities of my sister. I do know,
however, that Edith went mountain
climbing and nearly lost her life dangling from a rope once. She continued
with singing lessons although no one
really could say that she had a good
voice. I suppose this was part of cultural education. I know that she had
When we arrived in Lausanne (we
many beaux. Since she was very beauactually lived in Ouchy on the shores
tiful, I also distinctly recall two young
of Lake Geneva) a most gorgeous apart- men fighting a duel over her favors.
ment awaited us. The most distinct
I went to a public school where the way I
memory I have is a large veranda overlearned French, I am sure, is the most
looking Lac Leman. Directly below
original and fastest method I know of.
was a most lush and beautifully kept
garden, fragrant with roses all the year I was placed in my right grade, knowing not a word of French my native
round. Since Ouchy is located in the
tongue up to that time having been
valley, the mountains gave temperature protection at all times. Those were German. I was then about ten years of
age. My teacher must have had infithe healthiest days for the entire famnite patience and I bless her to this
ily and I cannot recall a day of sickness during those 11 ideal months. In day. After school, she took me around
the room, pointed at various objects,
Vienna, with its notoriously damp
climate, I had been chronically ill with spoke the French word therefore and I
repeated as best I could. It was either
one thing or another, mostly the
12

sink or swim and so, because of wantlake, took excursions to all the places of
ing to get along with my playmates, I interest around the lake and swam in
swam rather well. In no time at all I
it. That was the year the first aquahad mastered French, having not the
plane was tested on Lake Geneva and I
faintest idea of Grammar. I merely
remember the thrill of seeing the plane
parroted everything I heard, both good
glide gracefully on the water to the
and bad. I had not the slightest knowl- amazement of all the watchers, Switedge of how certain things were conzerland, almost as much as the U.S., is
structed  it was merely instinct  but the melting pot of the world. We
strangely enough, accurate at that. I
bumped elbows with royalty and plebediscovered that I had an aptitude for
ians alike. The Swiss people, as demolanguage and mimicry. That, by the
cratic as Americans, with their thrift
way, is also the way I
and industry, were a
learned English.
very good influence
While Mother often
on a learning child.
spoke to us in the
I can remember my
language, especially
childish eating pleawhen she was angry,
sures  rolls with
and I instinctively
chocolate baked in
understood it, I could
the middle as an inneither read nor write
between snack, long
it. Later, one day in
strings of licorice
Paris while Mother was
and chocolate in
reading an English
every conceivable
newspaper in an
form. Few of these
American Club, I
commodities were
picked up the paper
kept for the Swiss
Edith 1912
and read everything to
themselves  most
her. She was amazed  wanted to know everything
was exported. I rewho had taught me. I told her no one, I
member our Christhad merely caught on.
mas tree, decorated
with chocolate aniSwitzerland was a
mals, flowers, etc. 
childs paradise. In
all in sliver tinfoil
winter we would go up
 as well as simuinto the mountains,
lated snow. At
tobogganing and skatthe end of the
ing, to come back to the
holiday season
valley where the weather
these delicacies
was spring-like. In sumwere consumed by
mer we hiked along the
13

family and friends.

excursion to Vevey with a friend who
took along her dog Telly, a fox-terrier.
Nighttime came, but no Mother. All
three of us were frantic. Of course,
there was no telephone. The following
morning a very calm Mother walked
in. It seems that Telly suddenly got
lost and it took them
all night, with the
help of the Police, to
locate him. Having
missed the boat,
there was no alternative but to wait until
morning.

After 11 months of this idyllic existence, Mother again became restless, or
perhaps prodded on by Edith who had
now definitely decided to take a premedical course at the Sorbonne. In the
meantime, My
sisters continued
with their special
pursuits  alpclimbing guides,
tennis, swimming,
dancing  anything their little
hearts desired. This
made life quite
And so a fond fareinteresting  hearwell was said to
ing the various
Switzerland, all of
experiences involved in such
us having benefited by our
pursuits. I remember hearing
years stay.
about the harrowing experience Edith underwent while
Paris 1912
mountain climbing. She did
Next stop Paris! I wish now
not follow exactly in the
that I had been older to enjoy
guides footsteps and dangled
this magnificent city to its
on a rope over a crevice for
fullest. I can only describe
quite some time until resand see it from a little innocued. She was really a
cent girls viewpoint. I rebeauty at that time, somemember, not too accurately, I
what resembling the Mona
La Sorbonne
must say, our apartment
Lisa in the way she smiled.
Naturally, she had a great deal of male which was located on the Boul Mich,
the heart of the Latin Quarter. We had
attention and as mentioned before, a
two rooms facing the side street, one
Swiss officer fought a duel over her,
bedroom and washroom in the rear and
defending a supposed insult to her
a small toilet with no window. A firewomanhood.
place in the living room inadequately
Mother herself, still young and gay,
took care of the winter heating. You
also gave us children many a scare. I
were warm only if you stood directly in
remember one day she had gone on an
front of it. We did have a fairly nice
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kitchen where Mother learned to prepare
the most delectable French dishes,
though very often she resorted to her
own brand of mixed cooking  sometimes Viennese and once in a while
American. For bathing, we had to go to
the Student Hostel, a sort of AmericanEnglish Club, a few blocks away, and
pay for this privilege. At the apartment, water had to be heated so of
course there were only unsatisfactory
sponge baths.
As I said, the Student Hostel was an
American club for tourists and temporary residents in Paris  a sort of meeting place of peoples of all Nations.
They had a beautiful large
library where tea was
served in
the
afternoons
and
lectures
given.
There
Mother
met people who
became
prominent  such as
Mary Roberts Reinhard, musicians,
painters, society people. There also
Mother became acquainted with a beau,
a Professor, who trailed her even back to
the U.S.A. He wanted to marry her,
but she could not see giving her precious brood a stepfather. How I regretted her not doing this  she would have
been much happier in the end  but
then Mother was most unselfish, thinking only how she could make life

smoother and easier for her children.
Life for a small child, naturally had to
be more or less routine  school, the
park in the afternoon, early to bed. Of
course this was varied somewhat on
Sundays when we went sight seeing to
many places of interest nearby. Museums, concerts and even the Opera were
part of this routine. I shall never forget
the eventful night when Madame
Garnier, the widow of the architect of
the Paris Opera, with whom Mother
somehow became acquainted, loaned us
her box in back of the
curtain 
right on
the stage.
It was
the most
thrilling
spectacle
of my
life to
see the actors
leaving for their dressing
rooms and the stage being prepared
for the next scene.
My sisters in the meantime, also pursued the usual life of students. Alice
attended the Academie Colarossi17 and
Edith the Sorbonne. I remember Alice
coming home highly excited, explaining to Mother her first experience with a
nude model (she was but 16). Also,
Edith upon being served rare meat on
one occasion hurriedly leaving the
table since she had experienced her first
autopsy. Edith had a close friend from
Vienna, Grete Homm (Mrs. Homm
15
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later came to the U.S. and worked for
Edith) living with us who also took
some courses at the Sorbonne. Even in
those days there were many quarrels in
the home since Edith and Alice could
not seem to get along. Mother, so
strong-willed in other ways, seemed to
have very little control over her oldest
daughters. Of course, their make-ups
and interests were so different that this
does not surprise me as I look back on it
now. But at that time it upset me
greatly because I had seen such closeness and affection in other families
which did not seem to exist in ours. I
am sorry to say that I never remember
Edith in Paris taking me anywhere 
she showed so little interest in her
youngest sister. However, she did scold
me severely for what she considered my
wrong doings and Mother very often
then did take my part. Alice, on the
other had, often took me out and
taught me many things. I remember
going to Museums with her many
times and having pictures and statues
explained to me  particularly of Mythology with which she was very familiar. Thus at an early age I was imbued
with a sense for beauty and literature.

slang of the shopkeepers, nothing could
be put over on her. Now that I think of
it, perhaps Mother did not learn French
because she became flustered and
ashamed when we laughed at her pronunciation and errors.

Home 1914

Mother always claimed she had a sixth
sense, an unusual intuition. This
manifested itself in various incidents,
insignificant in themselves, but when
added together, really strange. For
instance, at Wallersee, the Austrian
summer resort where we stayed every
summer, my sister, I believe, lost something of value. Although she had
walked in many places during the day,
including the woods, Mother suddenly
went to a certain spot and hidden beneath some foliage, the lost object was
located. This same instinct stood us in
good stead at the end of our Paris sojourn. Mother, as I have said, was extremely stubborn and at times even
unreasonable. Suddenly in June 1914,
Mother announced that we were going
back to America. Edith did not care so
much since she had made up her mind
that she wanted to enter Johns Hopkins
Mother at that time also kept busy,
University in Baltimore in the fall
going to the Berlitz School to learn
anyway, but Alice protested veheFrench, though she never seemed to be
mently. There was a special course in
able to master that language. It is
Cambridge, England which she would
difficult to understand because she was like to take. A friend of Mothers in
fluent in German. I remember going
Paris knew some English people who
to the stores with her to interpret.
would make Alice very welcome. MoreNaturally, Americans were often taken over, one just had to see England before
advantage of financially, but with my leaving Europe. No persuasion on the
being able to translate for Mother the
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part of anyone availed. Mother went
ahead and purchased tickets for the
S.S. America. This was the last boat
normally and safely to cross the ocean
before the outbreak of World War I on
August 4, 1914. (How could I forget
that date! My birthday.)
That voyage back was also something
to delight a childs heart. In all those
years abroad I had heard so much about
the vast ocean but had never seen it.
The first glimpse of it almost frightened me, but the sea must be in my
blood since I am happiest near it. The
fact that I wasnt too good a sailor did
not help in the beginning, but once I
got over the first bad days, all was
rapture and delight. Everyone on board
used to call me Dragee (jordan almond) because of my fondness for this
French confection, a large supply of
which Mother had taken along to keep
me happy.

personality. How impressionable the young are
and how easily molded
into any desired pattern! That did not
seem to be the case in
the Michael family because
each one of us was very much of an
individualist, with definite ideas.

Boston 1914

I remember landing in Boston on a
blistering hot summer day after a two
weeks voyage. I had worn winter
clothes on shipboard and had nothing
to meet the need of this climate.
Mother immediately took me shopping
and I felt strange in my first American dress. Mother had bought me
lovely French clothes which did not at
all seem appropriate in America. Also
this was practically my first glimpse
of a Negro and I remember staring at
the Negro waiter in the restaurant and
Again the complicated nationality
Mother being very embarrassed, trying
problem arose. Here was I, an Amerito explain a little of the racial problem
can, able to talk only German to my
to me. I also remember my first taste of
Mother, while preferring and thinking
salt butter, watermelon, bananas and
in French, being considered French by
other American dishes  none of which I
everyone who saw me. I remember makliked at first. In fact, I could hardly
ing friends with a light colored (I beeat the American food served in the
lieve Mexican) little girl and for the
restaurants, since I had never had any
first time hearing color pointed out to
in Europe. In Paris, Mother as a special
me by my Mother, though she permittreat, would take me to a shop which
ted me to keep this shipboard friendserved American ice cream sodas, but
ship. The religious problem was not yet
those never appealed to me either.
brought home to me  that would follow
only on arrival in the U.S.A.  at
I remember being met at the pier by
which point I was so completely mixed
Uncle Dick18 and my standing at the
up that it left a definite hindering
rail with my doll, waving to him. It
18

seemed so strange to have American
relatives. The only ones I had met thus
far had been Aunt Martha19 and her
family who visited us for a few days in
Paris.

our first American impressions, after
such a long absence, in such a wonderful place. It made us realize what a
magnificent country this was. That
summer already, I remember, Mother,
at Ediths insistence, asked whether I
wouldnt like to attend a Christian
Sunday School just to see what it was
like. I agreed but never felt very comfortable in those surroundings, probably due to my early Jewish training
in Vienna. At any rate,
the time passed only too
quickly, but at least it
gave me a chance to
become a little more
Americanized before
entering school.

We stayed in Boston just long enough
until Mother could make up her mind
what she wanted to do. Inasmuch as we
were not settled anywhere as yet, she
decided to take a bungalow on Lake
Winnipesaukee in New
Hampshire for the
summer since we had
never spent a summer
in the city during our
European sojourn. This
selection was agreed
upon only after a great
many catalogues had
Baltimore 1914
been gone over and
discussions held with
Our next step was Baltimy sisters, who natumore where Edith was to
rally had to be satisentrain upon her medified. We were lucky in
cal career. Here again I
our selection. The
seemed neither fish nor
bungalow near the lake
fowl. I was placed in a
was just ideal  situJunior High School
ated on top of a hill,
which would enable me
Edith, 1915
surrounded by pine
to skip a year. Though
trees.
having very little knowledge of English and none whatsoever of American
That was more like home to me since it
Mathematics, weights or measures, I
reminded me of our cottage on the
was still placed in this advanced class
Wallersee, only much more elaborate.
because of my background which was
At night the squirrels used to pay us a
above average in other subjects. My
visit and those that liked it, remained
schoolmates soon recognized that I was
as our uninvited guests. We ate only
different from the herd and made me
breakfast and lunch here, and had our
feel it in no uncertain terms. The
dinners in the swankiest hotels there. I
cruelty of children was really brought
think Mother was very wise to give us
19

home to me. However, through the
kindness of an understanding teacher
who realized the misery which not
belonging can cause a child, the children were soon made to realize their
cruelty and after a while, I was accepted
into a happy school life.

Kitty was temperamental and one fine
day she strayed again, never to return.
Lesson number one in heartbreak.
After a year, Mother was successful in
leasing a very nice two-story house in
the better section of Baltimore, near
Mondawmin Park. All the houses on
our street were alike as two peas  the
I can remember the friendly
porches so close together that one could
Baltimoreans who have a small-town
jump from on to the other. The ground
spirit. They love to gossip but mean no floor consisted of a huge living room,
harm. They take a real interest in their dining room, kitchen and entry hall.
neighbors and try to be helpful when
Upstairs we had three bedrooms and a
the occasion arises.
library. The attic consisted of a huge

Johns Hopkins Hospital

At first we found a top-floor apartment
in a rather poor section, opposite a
stable. These were war-times and homes
were difficult to find. The one nice
feature about this place was a large
back porch where I was allowed to sleep
on hot summer nights. One night a
stray kitten decided to keep me company and much to my joy, I was allowed to call her my own. This was the
first pet I ever owned. Alack! Alas!

room which Alice use as a studio and in
which our little colored maid (I still
remember her name was Verdelle) slept.
This home was furnished with all of
Mothers lovely things which had been
in storage while we were in Europe 
beautiful Persian rugs, china, silver
and linens. This was the loveliest home
we ever had.
One of the most humorous events and
yet at the time seeming the most dar20

ing, in my estimation, occurred right
in front of this house. During the day
in the summer time it was so beastly
hot that everyone kept all their dark
blinds drawn and did not come out of
their home until the sun went down.
On one such a blistering day, since I
was always a most restless creature,
Mother sent me outside to water our
lawn. Just as I was becoming most
bored with this task, a bus carrying a
load of children, accompanied by some
adults, approached and quicker than a
flash, it occurred to me that they all
looked very hot in their freshly laundered, starched clothes and perhaps
would enjoy a little wetting, so as they
passed, I let them have the benefits of
my hose. Hearing the shrieks of delight from the children and the resulting shrieks of dire punishment which
would befall me from the adults, I suddenly became terribly frightened,
hastened into the house, locked the door
and hid. I warned Mother not to open
the door to any Policeman who, I was
sure was coming after me. The feeling
of terror for a few hours was enough
punishment for this prank which fortunately had no bad results for Mother
who, I am sure, would have had to bear
the brunt of any unpleasantness.

home from a friends house across the
street, knowing that she would answer
the phone and when she answered (two
flights down) would inform her it was
the wrong number. This trick worked
once or twice until finally, to my
sorrow, she recognized my badly disguised voice and reported me to Mother.
Then All Hell popped loose!
While in Baltimore, Mother again had
given me a choice of Religion. I had
many Jewish friends who could not
understand the kind of Jew I was  we
did not keep any holidays nor attend
Synagogue  yet Mother had told me I
was Jewish. Finally, I was sent to a
Reformed Sunday School, with a very
modern Rabbi, which I enjoyed very
much. That one year was all I had of
real training but from then on I knew
where I belonged. I often wished we had
remained in Baltimore where it was so
easy for me to make and keep friends.
Life was simple, but sincere and satisfying and I so longed to have roots
somewhere.

Cambridge 1916

Undoubtedly this simplicity is what
did not appeal to my artistic sister,
Alice, who was always looking for
greener fields. After a summer of beEdith never had too great a sense of
humor, I am afraid. She was very busy ing Art Counselor at a very fashionable
camp in Maine, she wrote to Mother
often experimenting with animals,
slides, skeletons, etc. in her room. I was that she had decided to go to the Massachusetts Normal Art School20 in Bosdeathly afraid of all these things. So
in order to plague her (I am afraid I was ton and would not return home, hoping
very naughty indeed), when I thought that Mother would set up a home for her
she was the busiest, I would call up my there. I suppose Mother felt that Balti21
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more had nothing further to offer Alice
and since Edith was well on the road
towards her career and could well live
alone, she decided to grant Alices
wishes. At that time I was ready to
enter High School. Again I was torn
away from all the roots which I had so
assiduously worked for in the past two
years and off we went to Cambridge,
Mass. That point was really the ruination of my character, so to speak.

elsewhere. The one high spot in my life
there was when I was chosen from
among many to play in the Senior
Drama at Brattle Hall (part of
Harvard) entitled A Rose of
Plymouthtown. My part was one of
the most difficult for a young person 
I portrayed a very old lady. After
many compliments and again feeling
the dramatic urge, I pleaded with
Mother to permit me
to continue, but, you
guessed it, nothing
doing. I did not
make friends easily
any more and led a
pretty lonely existence already  walking on Sundays
and going to the
movies of an afternoon  always alone.

The contrast of the
warmth of the South
and the well-known
Boston frost proved
too great an obstacle
for me to overcome.
It fostered the inferiority complex which
was slowly developing. The bigotry of
All this time Alice
the Bostonians is
attended Normal Art
amazing, considerSchool and made
ing that Boston is
amazing progress.
supposed to be the
Mother catered to all
cradle of liberty.
her whims and arJews and Negroes
104 Jackson Place, Cambridge
tistic temperament,
were simply to be
1916-1917
placing her almost
endured for what
on a pedestal. Alice never had any
work they could produce. The only
highlight of these four years of misery sense of order, neatness or even cleanliness. She would drop her clothes all
for me was the wonderful schooling I
over the house and Mother silently
received at the Cambridge High and
21
would pick up after her. Many a night,
Latin School . There was very little
socializing and pupils really had to
we would be awakened by sounds which
study to be acceptable. As I see educalater proved to be my sister hard at
tion in the High Schools today, the
work on one of her inspirations which
Senior year at Cambridge was really
always seemed to strike her in the
equal to a first year College course
middle of the night. The talent was
22

surveillance and never permitted to go
out alone with any of them.
Also Alice had a variety of boy
friends  mostly students and arty
souls, interested in music, art or just
plain Bohemianism for Bohemianisms
sake  and eager to make an impression. There were always lively discussions around the house on one subject
or another. Alice finally succeeded in
capturing a real beau  a man who
made casts of sculptors works. She
met him in that capacity when she
wished to have a piece of work cast into
bronze. This young man, Robert, lived
Annie and Alice, August 1918
taken by Dorothy Davis in our garden
a couple hours ride away from Cambridge, in the country, yet would travel
all that distance, late at night, after
really there, but no ability to make it
work, just for a glimpse of Alice.
pay off financially. Mother excused
Many a night she was already in bed
her every single fault, without realizing the damage she was doing, because (a family habit of early retiral) and so
refused to admit him. We had no
she liked to believe she was fostering a
genius. In all fairness to Alice, I must phone in the house in those days. She
say that she had an excellent mind and finally consented to marry him, only
to have a romance end in tragedy.
had an amazing all-round knowledge
Unfortunately, he was one of the vicof many, many subjects. I am very
tims of the flu epidemic in this coungrateful to her in many ways for her
try and died. What a pity, since they
assistance in my schoolwork  she
were so suited to one another! Alas, the
always wanted to see me get ahead. I
really believe in those days we had love man she later married was not her type
at all  that marriage should have been
for one another.
dissolved in its early stages  but
Again these were war times and Mother thats another story. I remember visitwas an ardent patriot. She helped in
ing Roberts family (father and sister)
the Red Cross and Canning Kitchens
in the country and being greatly imand our house was always filled with
pressed. Roberts father was a pearl
transient soldiers or sailors who were
hunter and I have never seen such a
given a free meal through Mothers
collection in my life  including black
generosity. To me these boys were very pearls. That stone in later years beromantic but I was kept under strict
came Alices favorite and I believe she
23

was presented with one as a sort of
engagement gift.

friendliness. I left no close friends
behind.

Well, to continue our life in Cambridge. I attended High School, studied very hard, but managed to get only
average grades in all subjects except
language and dramatics. Those were
my forte. How I graduated at 16 Ill
never understand; in fact, I was considered too immature to go to College and
so was permitted to take a post-graduate year at high school, something
which is obsolete today. My immaturity, as I look back on it today and
compare myself to teenagers of today,
was appalling. I really was kept in
ignorance of the facts of life and was
too stupid to find them out for myself.
I only know that I was extremely shy
and uncomfortable with the opposite sex
and had no boy friends. I my very
early teens I played tomboy games with
the boys in the neighborhood and was
reluctantly accepted, but later on became too self-conscious in their presence.

New York 1919

Alice finally graduated from Normal
Art School and Mother decided it was
high time that she move back to New
York to family and home. She sold
most of our gorgeous Persian rugs and
many beautiful articles to acquire a
little more money to make this move,
since her capital by now, naturally,
was fast dwindling. I for one was
happy to make this move since I was
anxious to meet the family and had
never been too happy in the cold New
England atmosphere of bias and un-

When we arrived in New York I was 17
year of age and uncertain of what I
wanted or was capable of doing. In
Cambridge I had already had a taste of
what work meant (Saturdays selling
millinery in a Department Store one
year and another year during summer
vacation, selling hardware in the 5 &
10 cent store). There was very little
money left. I had a small inheritance
of $500 from my grandfather and it
was finally decided that I should take a
secretarial course at Columbia, which I
did after having attended a private
commercial school which I did not like
at all. I attended classes for the first
year during the day and the second
year obtained a very good job as a Secretary-Translator of French and Spanish  at the age of 18. Thereafter, for
two more years, I took courses at night.

Edith lived at home with the family
only while we resided in Baltimore.
After that she became a resident student at Johns Hopkins University.
She then interned for a year in an
institution for mentally ill people for a
full year after graduation. I remember
visiting her there once (Rhode Island)
and was much impressed by what I saw
and heard. These were well-to-do patients in a beautifully kept institution
with lovely grounds surrounding the
hospital. After that year of internship
she returned to New York for visits
24

only. Here she met Sam Buyer, a
friend of Uncle Royal, whom she married after a very short courtship despite
their difference in ages. Thus she never
returned to live at home.
Edith and I never had much in common, as you can see from this narrative, perhaps because of the many years
difference in ages and because of the
difference in our religious backgrounds
and beliefs. It was hard at times to
understand that we came from the
same parents. Yet I was always terribly proud of her brilliance and choice of
profession and remember boasting
about this to my friends.

I shall end this narrative with the arrival of the family in New York since
the part of our lives I wanted to record
was our early youth, the shaping or our
character and the results, so much of
which was the responsibility of Mother.
The reader shall be the judge of how
good a job she performed.

Alice, on the other hand, remained at
home only a short time after we moved
to New York, finding a room for herself, so that she could pursue the life of
the artist to her hearts content. Thus,
in my adolescence I was raised really
more or less as an only child. Alice
obtained jobs as a teacher out-of-town
and after a years teaching art at William and Mary College in Virginia, met
and married Carl Gamer, also after a
short courtship. The marriage took
place in Boston, MA at a Catholic
friends house, but Mother and I were
not even invited to the wedding. We
learned of this only by telegram. After
so many years of sacrifice on her part
for all of her children, this must have
been quite a blow to Mother, though
being an incurable optimist, she made
the best of it and soon forgot and forgave.
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Notes
(by Susan Buyer December 1998)
1. William Hamerschlag. born Eobotha (?)
Bohemia 9/19/1841. Died New York 1/7/
1907. Buried Mt. Pleasant, NY. Possibly this
is the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery (1898), 80
Commerce Street, Hawthorne, Westchester
County, NY 10532 (914) 769-0397
2. Francesca (Fannie) Brummel
Hamerschlag. Born Newallisdorf, Bohemia
11/17/1844. Died New York June 1902.
Buried Mt. Pleasant, NY.
3. Annie Hamerschlag, born 2/1/1868, 41
First Ave., New York. Died 1951?
4. See map of Jewish cemeteries on next
page. Available information (family tree
hand drawn by Edith Michael Buyer June
1922) suggests that Fannie was indeed
buried at Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in
Westchester County, listed by the New
York Jewish Genealogy Society (http://
members.aol.com/jgsny/main.htm) as a
Jewish cemetery.
5. Solomon Michael, born Wreschen,
Prussia 12/24/1828. Died 1/9/1894. 9:00
p.m. (2nd day of Shebat, 5654). Son of
Michael Puilsus (born Wreschen, Prussia,
buried Salem Fields Cemetery, 775 Jamacia
Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11208-1413. 718-2773898) Married to Esther Abrahams
Michael, born Wreschen 6/29/1834. Daughter of Samuel Abrahams (born Prussia,
buried Salem Fields). Died 12/9/1898.
Both buried Salem Fields.

from Pornamia and has between 25,000 and
100,000 people but no Jews.
The town officials can be found at Urzsd
Miesta I Gminy, ul. Szopena 9, Tel. 6-2500;
the regional authority can be found at Woj.
Konservator Zabytkow, 61-716 Poznan, ul
Koscuski 93, tel. 696464. Janusz
Lenartowicz, Museum Regonalnego, ul.
Dzici Wrejinskick 13, tel 361-987 may have
additional information about this cemetery.
The Jewish community was established in
the 16th century. In 1921 the Jewish
po;ulation was 151 (2.3%). The first cemetery was established in the 16th century,
the second one in 1868. The cemetery was
distant of 500 m from the congregation. The
cemetery is not listed as a landmark.
It is located in a flat suburban area, isolated,
and there are no sign or marker. Access
which is open to all with no wall or fence is
by turning off a public road.
No stones are visible.
The municipality owns the cemetery, and
the area is now built-up with residential
housing. The cemetery has been vandalized
during WW2, and no one is taking care of it
now. It is now built-up with district apartment houses.
Stacsomir Pniewski, Poznan ul.
Prybyscecoziego 41/4? filled this survey in
August 1991, but he did not visit the site but
had interviewed Janush Lenartowicz (cited
above).
Source: http://www.jewishgen.org/cemetery/plwrewys.htm
7. Peck Slip is now adjacent to the South
Street Seaport.
8. Bernard Michael, born 2/22/1866, 9 Peck
Slip, New York. Died 10/17/1906. Buried
Mt. Neboh Cemetery, Cypress Hills, Brooklyn, NY.

6. WRESCHEN: (German) see Wrzesnia
WRESNIA: USC omm. no. POCE000461
The cemetery is in the district of Millenium.;
The alternate name of the village in German
9. Annie Hamerschlag and Bernard Michael
is Wreschen, in the province of Pornamia.
were married on 2/22/1891, by Rev. Max
Its longitude is 17 degrees 35' and its latiCohn at 2 Sutton Place, New York.
tude is 52 degrees 19'. The village is 50 Km
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10. It is my understanding that he printed
the programs for the Metropolitan Opera.
Here are two examples from the Mets web
site, although I do not know that these two
were printed by Bernard Michael.
11. Dorothea Michael, born Leonia New
Jersey, 1904, died Bronx, NY, 1987.
12. Edward Michael Buyer, born New York,
NY, 12/25/1921. Son of Edith Michael
Buyer and Samuel Buyer.
13. Edith Selma Michael, born 2/2/1894.
Married Samuel Buyer (born 7/2/1874,
died 10/4/1937). Died 6/5/1960.
14. Alice Michael, born 1898. Married Carl
Gamer. Died Hot Springs, AK, 198?
15. William Hamerschlag
Metropolitan Opera Program, 1890

16. There are Hamerschlags listed in the
Vienna white pages today, including:
Glatzl-Hamerschlag Irene, Dr, 13. Bez,
Neukräfteng 38 1130 Wien 01 8042152
Hamerschlag Brigitte, Wolfgang, 13. Bez,
Goberg 43 1130 Wien 01 8032896
Hamerschlag Gustav, 13. Bez, Faistauerg 6
1130 Wien 01 8020243
Hamerschlag Rosi Ellen, 14. Bez, Linzer Str.
456-458 1140 Wien 01 9795849
Hamerschlag GesmbH, 19. Bez, Hackhoferg
11a, Block 6 1190 Wien 01 3705211-0
Tapmatic HandelsgesmbH Gustav
Hamerschlag & Co KEG, 13. Bez, Faistauerg
6 1130 Wien
The following Hamerschlags are listed in
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Metropolitan Opera Program, 1891
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the U.S. in bigfoot.com:
Hamerschlag, Arthur
Phone: (703)425-1940
8704 Norfolk Ave
Annandale, VA 22003-3629
Hamerschlag, B
Phone: (954)421-3452
131 Grantham E
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442-3413
Hamerschlag, B
Phone: (212)799-1070
180 W End Ave
New York, NY 10023-4940
Hamerschlag, Benjamin
Phone: (718)548-6582
3206 Fairfield Ave
Bronx, NY 10463-3272
Hamerschlag, Edwin W
Phone: (813)634-1746
2215 Bedford Dr
Tampa, FL 33602-0000
Hamerschlag, Erik
Phone: (970)882-8815
30300 County Rd R
Dolores, CO 81323-0000
Hamerschlag, Frank
Phone: (760)591-9509
1674 Via Caminar
San Marcos, CA 92069-7223
Disconnected: Oct 1997
Hamerschlag, Gregg
Phone: (914)769-7028
197 Deerfield Ln N
Pleasantville, NY 10570-1429
Hamerschlag, James

Phone: (516)746-2174
149 Tanners Pond Rd
Garden City, NY 11530-1037
Hamerschlag, Jonathan
Phone: (760)366-2062
60361 Natoma Trl
Joshua Tree, CA 92252-2826
Hamerschlag, Judy
Phone: (914)769-7028
197 Deerfield Ln N
Pleasantville, NY 10570-1429
Hamerschlag, K
Phone: (202)986-5849
1752 Corcoran St Nw
Washington, DC 20009-2466
Hamerschlag, Leslie
Phone: (212)496-7863
233 W 77th St
New York, NY 10024-6806
Hamerschlag, Lille
Phone: (707)539-7951
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-0000
Hamerschlag, Marjorie
Phone: (760)591-9509
1674 Via Caminar
San Marcos, CA 92069-7223
Hamerschlag, Robert
Phone: (805)496-6893
1309 Lakewood Ct
Westlake Village, CA 91361-3305
Hamerschlag, Robert
Phone: (707)539-7951
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-0000
Hamerschlag, Robert W
Phone: (802)586-9645
Craftsbury Common, VT 05827-0000
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Hamerschlag, S
Phone: (212)787-0042
160 W End Ave
New York, NY 10023-5608
Hamerschlag, Wayne
Phone: (949)248-8941
San Clemente, CA 92674-0000
17. Academie Colarossie was a prominent
Parisian art school. Artists who studied
there included Mucha in 1887, Modigliani
in 1906, .
18. Richard Hamerschlag.
19. Martha Hamerschlag Mayer.
20. Now known as the Massachusetts College of Art.
21. Now the only public high school in
Cambridge, known as Cambridge Rindge
and Latin School.
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